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An issue of the “ Neue Ziircher Zeitung” that appeared 
about the beginning of May contains an article, 
entitled “ The End of the Iron Guard ', dealing with 

the situation in Rumania. It states that the days of that 
organization are numbered. The article declares that the Iron 
Guard is slowly falling to pieces, and that its leaders expect 
judgment to be pronouced on it very soon.

But the Swiss paper's correspondent is too optimistic 
in his opinion of the Rumanian situation. The fact is that 
the internal situation in that country has again taken a critical 
turn. It cannot be denied that after the Iron Guard rebellion 
in January was quelled, or rather, after the success of the 
plebiscite, there was every sign that General Antonescu was 
master of the situation. For two and a half months nothing 
occurred to disturb the work of construction. During this time, 
however, General Antonescu failed to create another political 
organization to take the place of Legionism, — nor has he 
succeeded in doing so since, — although many attempts were 
made to establish co-operation with the National Peasant 
Party (by way of Mihalache) and the National Liberal Party 
(by way of Bratianu), When it became known that Horia 
Sima had again offered to co-operate with Antonescu and 
that the latter, in his reply, which was made public, had 
stated his refusal to have anything more to do with "the 
betrayers of the State", unrest again broke out in Rumania, 
and now General Antonescu has been forced to open 
hostilities against the political Party with which for five
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months he has managed Rumania's affairs. Today the Iron 
Guards consider Antonescu as much their enemy as they 
did King Carol formerly. Antonescu has gone into action all 
along the line against this fresh wave of Iron Guard terror. 
It has been officially announced that new conspiracies have 
been discovered and that the number of subversive pamphlets 
has assumed gigantic proportions. Antonescu's recent procla
mation to the people and the fact that the Iron Guards who 
were arrested were put to death without mercy, have caused 
smouldering passions to flare up anew. The Iron Guards 
have again begun to organize throughout the whole country 
and the threat of civil war again menaces Rumania.

Day by day the internal situation produces exciting 
events of an increasingly curious nature. A strict summons 
was issued publicly by the Supreme Military Court calling 
upon Horia Sima and his associates —  the former Iron Guard 
Ministers included —  to appear within three days of issue 
before the Military Court to clear themselves of the accusa
tions levelled against them. In an announcement published 
in all the Rumanian newspapers, the military prosecutor 
stated that the accused had failed to make their appearance 
and this was regarded as a confession that they were guilty 
of the crimes against the State attributed to them; they have 
therefore been pronounced guilty of participation in the Iron 
Guard rebellion of January last. Some of the Iron Guard 
leaders on the Prosecutor’s list are in hiding in Rumania, 
but the greater number have fled to foreign countries. The 
announcement has created a great deal of excitement 
throughout the whole of Rumania.

Other things that gave rise to much unrest were certain 
Government measures and proclamations destined "to ensure 
public order” , one of which was a Law threatening with 
condign punishment all Rumanian subjects who do not 
pay due respect to the Rumanian flag. This decree affects
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the Germans of Rumania in the first place, for it is well 
known that they are not in the habit of hanging out the 
Rumanian national flag. Another Government pronouncement 
that made a curious impression was the statement that "it 
is an untrue and malevolant report that famine threatens 
Rumania". An event also that took place at the Jubilee 
Celebrations on 10th May has caused uneasiness. For at 
the celebrations in Bucharest university students sang 
prohibited Legionist songs. Report has it that one hundred 
students were arrested and that the Government has 
threatened to close the University and the colleges.

According to the above, the political barometer in 
Rumania is again standing at "stormy". The crisis, however, 
is not confined to internal politics; Rumania’s foreign policy 
is also of a contradictory nature. Virulent attacks against the 
Vienna Award continue to appear in the Rumanian Press. 
In his speech on 10th May General Antonescu again 
encouraged the people to rebel against that Award. What 
he said was: "Since national unity was created this is the 
first 10th of May that is marked by a sense of humiliation, 
sacrifice and pain. But we must not fall into despair. Let us 
look at ourselves, our friends and our foes and declare that 
the Rumanian nation cannot perish.” He then called upon 
the army to be brave and self-sacrificing and help to rebuild 
Rumania. When King Michael was invested with the rank of 
a general, Antonescu handed the marshal's baton to the 
young King with the following words: "On behalf of the 
Rumanian Army I hand your Majesty the marshal baton 
of your Majesty’s unforgettable grandfather King Ferdinand. 
Today it is the symbol of unity, tomorrow may it be the 
symbol of the union of all Rumanians."

It should be mentioned as typical of the situation that 
an official day of mourning has been prescribed for all schools 
in memory of Yorga by the authorities under whose
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administration Yorga and Madgearu were assassinated. Nor 
can we let pass without comment the pamphlet recently 
published by Vasile Netea, a Rumanian schoolmaster. To this 
pamphlet entitled "Este Istoria Transilvaniei un Studiu 
inutil?" (Is the study of Transylvania’s history a superfluous 
subject?) a preface has been written by Professor Lupas, 
an authority on the history of Transylvania and a member of 
the Rumanian Academy of Sciences. The author insists that 
the history of Transylvania must be taught in much grMter 
detail in the schools that was customary in the past, and he 
lays emphasis on the points of view according to which it 
must be taught. Here it must be added that the history of 
Transylvania is being taught solely from the point of view 
of Rumanian revisionist propaganda. This is proved by the 
instructions issued under Order No. 238.853 of 26th November 
1940 by the Rumanian Ministry of Education, in terms of 
which “Rumanian history and geography are to be taught 
in classes 111, IV and VII, without regard to the present 
arbitrarily drawn, unjust and temporary frontiers. A  con
sciousness of our right to the detached areas and the hope 
of the restoration of the old frontiers must be instilled in 
the pupils, as well as a determination to struggle for the 
realization as soon as possible of that aim". Thus, in the 
Rumanian schools Transylvanian history is not regarded as 
an educational subject but as a means of propaganda.
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